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China Cybersecurity Law Overview
The " Cybersecurity Law" to be implemented in June 1, 2017 will be an important driving force for China to deepen the practice of Cybersecurity and improve the
overall level of national Cybersecurity. The main protection objects involved in this law include: network, key infrastructure and personal information; the protection
methods mainly involve: the implementation of classified protection, Cybersecurity assessment and early warning, Cybersecurity emergency management,
security responsibilities and violation of punishment, Cybersecurity awareness , Cybersecurity technology personnel training and so on.
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Purpose,
scope, general
rules, duties
of relevant
departments,
general
requirements

National
departments in
the
implementation
of Cybersecurity
law duties

Defined legal
liability and
penalties

Glossary and
implementatio
n date

1.The network operators and other
roles are defined In the "general
provisions" ;
2.The security and protection
requirements for critical
infrastructures are defined in
"Operational security of critical
infrastructures"

Provides for the
protection of
personal
information
requirements

Defines the
security
detection and
emergency
response
mechanism

* The scope of jurisdiction: the People's Republic of China in the construction, operation, maintenance and use of the Cyber, as well as Cybersecurity
supervision and management, the application of this law. (Article 2)
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Summary of Key Provisions of CSL
Theme

Detail

Classified
Cybersecurity
Protection
System

Network Operators shall comply with classified cybersecurity protection system.

Personal
Information
Protection

A unified definition on personal information--“identifiable” as key criteria. Network Operators shall
comply with series personal information protection requirements, including some new
requirements such as breach notification and right to delete and amend

Definition of CII

Definition: key information system in important industries and fields such as public communication
and information service, energy, transportation, irrigation, finance, public services and egovernment affairs the damage, function loss or data leakage of which may endanger national
security, people’s livelihood and public interest

Enhanced
Protection
Requirements for
CII

More onerous responsibilities such as
•
Local storage of personal information and other important data and may only transfer these
data abroad upon security evaluation
•
National security assessment requirements for CIIO operators to procure certain network services

Network Products
and Services
Providers

•
•
•

New Requirement

Existing requirement
with potential changes

Risk
Impact

The State encourages development of secure and controllable products
Comply with compulsory requirements under national standards
Certification requirements for product and service

Many requirements are broad and ambiguous. Ancillary regulations and standards on classified cybersecurity
protection systems, specific scope and protection requirement on CII, cross-border data transfer, and certification and
testing on certain network services and products may be ON THE WAY.
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Cause of these Enquiries & Changes—the Cybersecurity Law of China
What is CSL & Why important?

The first omnibus law on cybersecurity in China
Creating new legal regime and landscape for cyberspace administration
Emphasis on cyberspace sovereignty

Adopted by Chinese congress on Nov 7, 2016 and became into effect on June 1, 2017
Reiterating existing cybersecurity requirements, imposing new obligations, and heightening punishment for
violation
Will be implemented through a series of published, proposed and forthcoming ancillary regulations and
standards, which may change regulatory environment, and bring significant compliance challenge
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Who is Affected by CSL?
In general, CSL applies to construction, operation, maintenance and use of network within the
territories of China and widely applies to entities such as:
Network Operators
• referring to owners and administrators of network and network service providers
• almost all enterprises in China fall into this category
Critical Information Infrastructure Operators (CIIO)
• operators of information systems in some key areas, the security incident of which may
affect national security and public interest
• some clients of Accenture may fall into this category
Network Products & Service Provider
• not clearly defined
• Those who may constitute network service provider by providing network related services
such as system development & integration, IT operations, etc.
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What is New under CSL?
Definition of CII
Definition of CII under the CSL
 Industrial Criteria
• Public
communications and
information services
• Energy

• Transportation
• Irrigation
• Finance
• Public services
• E-government

 Outcome Criteria
Other CII that may
endanger national security,
people’s livelihood and
public interest in case of
damage, function loss or
data leakage.

Definition of CII under the Draft Regulation on Protection of Critical Information Infrastructure
 Industrial Criteria
• Government organs, and entities in the industries or fields of energy,
finance, transportation, irrigation, healthcare, education, social
security, environment protection, public utilities and so forth;
• Information networks such as telecommunications networks, radio
and television networks, and the Internet; and entities providing
cloud computing, big data, and other public information network

 Outcome Criteria

Other CII that may
endanger national security,
people’s livelihood and
public interest in case of
damage, function loss or

data leakage.

services on a large scale;
• Scientific research and manufacturing entities in sectors such as
national defense and science industry, heavy equipment industry,
chemical industry, and food and pharmaceutical industry;

• News report entities such as radio stations, television stations and
news agencies; and
• Other key entities

➢ The authorities have been identifying CII in accordance with some internal criteria in the past few months
and impose heightened protection requirements on their operators
➢ Up to now, Accenture has NOT been identified as CIIO
➢ Some clients of Accenture have been identified by the authorities as CIIO
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What is New under CSL?
Requirement with most significant impact—CII protection
What are the major protection requirements for CII?
• Local storage of personal information and other important data, and security assessment for transferring these data abroad
• National security review requirements on security and reliability of certain network products and services procured by CIIO
• Enhanced technical and organizational protection measures, in particular in terms of responsibility of relevant personnel and training
• Operation and maintenance of CII shall in principle be carried out within China (draft Regulation)
• Carry out security testing on the system and software developed by outsourcing vendors (draft Regulation)
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What is New under CSL?

Requirement with most significant impact—cross-border data transfer
Who is subject to the data localization and security assessment requirement?
• CSL: CII
• Draft Measures on Assessment on Exports of Personal Information and Important Data and Draft Guidelines for Data Cross-Border
Transfer Security : ALL NETWORK OPERATORS

What kinds of data are subject to localization and security assessment requirement?
• Personal information and important data collected and generated in course of business operation in China
• Scope of important data is defined in the Data Export Guidelines

• Some client data or company data may fall into the scope of important data
What are the assessment requirements?
• In principle, network operators shall formulate data export plan and conduct self-assessment. Submission to government
assessment is required if certain criteria is met (e.g. export of personal information of more than 500K people)
• Informed consent of data subject is required for export of personal information
• Security assessment shall focus on the lawfulness, appropriateness and risk controllability of data export

Results of Assessment?
• Pass: data export
• Fail: local storage of data or adopting mitigation measures such as data anonymization
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What is New under CSL?
6. Electronic
Information

“Important data”
The Data Export Guidelines defines the important data in 28
industries and sectors:
1. Petroleum gas

15. Transportation

2. Coal

16. Post Express

3. Petrochemical

17. Irrigation

4. Electricity

18. Population Health

5. Communication

19. Finance

6. Electronic information

20. Credit industry

7. Steal

21. Food & Drugs

8. Nonferrous metals

22. Statistics

27. E-Commerce

• Users’ registration information of ecommerce platforms and
transaction records, consumption
habit, credit records, operation data
of e-commerce, etc.

18. Population
Health

• Personal privacy of patients, related
information on diseases and
epidemiological information,
electronic medical records, medical
archives, etc.

9. Equipment manufacturing 23. Meteorology
10. Chemical industry

24. Environmental protection

11. National defense

25. Broadcasting & TV

12. Other industries

26. Marine Environment

13. Geographic information

27. E-commerce

14. Civil nuclear facilities

28. Others

19. Finance

22. Statistics
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• Industrial operation data, industrial
development data, business data of
the top 100 enterprises of electronic
information industry, technical
information of basic hardware of
electronic information products, etc.

• New product development programs;
technical program, circuit design,
computer software, source code and
target code, database, and other
technical documents; personal
financial information, etc..
• Population information (e.g. census
data); economic information (e.g. initial
estimate of GDP, gross industrial
output value, added value and the
main financial indicators of industries
above the national scale), etc..
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Penalty for Non-Compliance
Penalty for the Company
• Order to make correction
• Warning
• Confiscate the illegal gains, and impose a fine up to
ten times of illegal gains, or RMB 1 million if no illegal
gain;
• Suspend business, close the website or revoke
relevant business permit or license
• Company infringing (e.g. illegal provision or
acquisition of personal information) personal
information in serious circumstance, or failing to
perform the security management obligations and
rejecting to make correction may constitute the
relevant crime under the Criminal Law and subject to
criminal liability of monetary fine

Copyright © 2017 Accenture. All rights reserved.

• Penalty for Individuals
– Personnel directly in charge and other persons who
are directly liable: a fine of not more than RMB
100,000
– Individuals infringing personal information in serious
circumstance, or failing to perform the security
management obligations and rejecting to make
correction may constitute the relevant crime under
the Criminal Law and subject to criminal liability
criminal penalty of imprisonment (up to 7 years),
detention, public surveillance or fine
– Individuals penalized for the relevant cybercrime will
be disqualified from serving any key positions related
to network security management or operations for
lifetime
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Compatibility and Interconnectedness with GDPR
The China Cybersecurity Law Compliance Program has discussed with GDPR Project Team on
compatibility and interconnectedness issue of GDPR and CSL

Difference and Interconnectedness
• GDPR focuses personal data protection v. CSL includes personal data protection requirements as
well as requirements on cybersecurity, CII protection
• GDPR’s requirements on personal data protection is more onerous and specific than those of CSL
• Data localization:
• GDPR: personal information v. CSL: personal information + important data
• GDPR: personal rights oriented v. CSL: state-security oriented
• GDPR: clear data transfer rule v. ambiguous assessment standards
Conclusion: personal data protection compliance can be based on GDPR requirements, and to consider
adding CSL-specific requirements. While Accenture China’s policies and procedures regarding data
security protection policy and procedure (e.g. data breach notification) and cross-border data transfer
should be based on CSL
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Security Risk Assessment

Remediation Strategy & Plan

Continuous
Monitoring

Remediation Action

Confirm if CII &
Network Operators

Cybersecurity Risk
Assessment

Define Data Protection
Strategy and Action
Plan

Implement the data
protection controls

Understand current
security state

Compliance risk
assessment

Define Cybersecurity
Protection Strategy and
Action Plan

Implement the
cybersecurity controls
and systems

Quickwins

Law Interpretation

Current State Research

Build and Implement

Effectiveness on-going
monitoring

Assess & Plan

Assessment, Design, Build & Implementation

Continuous risk assessment and
improvement

The services we can provide -

Accenture’s Methodology and as-Service Platform

Cybersecurity Operating Model
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Data Protection Methodology

Cybersecurity Intelligence Platform

Cybersecurity Defense Platform
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Security Compliance and Reporting Framework
The Security Compliance and Reporting Framework provides 4 key
Accelerators to increase the speed as well as the quality of the
execution of the different steps of the Security Compliance and
Reporting Framework Definition Methodology. The Accelerators are
described in a separate presentation, including:
•

CISO Scorecard – Consolidated list of Security Performance,
Risk and Compliance Key Indicators

•

Security Compliance and Reporting Framework Structure

•

Template for weighting and calculating of the CISO
Scorecard

•

Security Compliance and Reporting Framework Roadmap
Template
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CAPABILITIES

DOMAINS

Accenture comprehensive solutions that span the entire
security lifecycle

Strategy & Risk

Cyber Defense

Digital Identity

Application Security

Managed Security

Security advisory
services for boards
& executives

Breach readiness
& response

Automated identity
governance

Data security & privacy

Managed cyber
defense

Cybersecurity strategy
& operating model
development

Attack surface
reduction

Digital identity
for consumers

API security

Managed digital identity

Security in M&A

Security
transformation

Digital identity
innovation

Enterprise application
security

Managed compliance

Governance,
risk & compliance

Advanced
threat services

Secure application
development

Business continuity
& cyber resilience
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Accenture continues to acquire quality companies in the field
of information security and improves its security services
Accenture acquired 7 security companies from 2015-2017

Copyright © 2017 Accenture. All rights reserved.

Feb.
2017

Accenture Completes Acquisition of iDefense Security Intelligence Services, Expands Ability to Provide Clients with
Faster, More Complete Threat Intelligence. iDefense is one of the world’s first and most prolific cyber threat
intelligence businesses with proven capabilities in making its intelligence both timely and actionable for clients.

Dec.
2016

Accenture has completed its acquisition of Arismore, a privately held company in France that specializes in providing
security services, including identity and access management (IAM), as well as enterprise architecture, change
management and related training services.

Jun.
2016

Accenture strategic investment Team8, which isIsrael’s leading cybersecurity think tank and company creation
platform, develops disruptive companies that challenge the biggest problems in cybersecurity and give organizations
the advantage over cyber attackers.

Jun.
2016

Acquisition widens Accenture’s capabilities in advanced offensive cyber simulation; vulnerability research, threat
intelligence and malware analysis to help organizations actively combat cyber attacks and maximize their defensive
capabilities

Mar.
2016

Accenture formed a new alliance relationship with Endgame Inc. Accenture will integrate Endgame’s solutions as part
of Accenture Cyber Intelligence Platform, automated threat intelligence, monitoring, advanced analytics and realworld adversary simulations, as well as incident response and remediation.

Dec.
2015

Accenture has completed the acquisition of Cimation, an affiliate of Audubon Companies and an Industrial Internet of
Things (IIoT) consulting company known for its work in process automation, information technology (IT) and
industrial control system (ICS) cyber security.

Aug.
2015

Accenture has acquired FusionX, a Washington, DC-based cyber security company that has a fundamentally
differentiated approach to cyber attack simulation, threat modeling, cyber investigations and security risk
advisory services.
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Accenture security services: defending and empowering the
digital business

+
20

YEARS OF
EXPERIENCE
HELPING CLIENTS
SECURE THEIR
ORGANIZATIONS

ONE 30
MILLION+
endpoints
managed

2

MILLION+
digital
identities
managed

Security
Centers of
Excellence

15,000+
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>30x
FASTER
detection rates of
incidents for multiple
clients

330+
clients spanning
67 countries

+
5B

STREAMLINE CLOUD MIGRATION ACTIVITIES BY 20%

5,000+ PEOPLE

Manila &

5,000+

Security analytics that handle

Buenos

security risks mitigated / year

of events

Aires

SECURITY DEVICES
MANAGED

raw security
events
processed
daily

350+

pending and
issued patents related
to security

Cloud security, management and control for
20,000+ cloud computing instances

BILLIONS
Running some of
the largest
SIEM deployments
in the world

4

Cyber
Fusion
Centers

Bangalore
Prague
Washington, DC
Tel Aviv
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Q&A

ARE WE READY FOR
THE CHALLENGES &
OPPORTUNITIES?
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